In this paper we introduce invisible permutations and rook length polynomials. We prove a relationship between rook length polynomials and Garsia-Remmel polynomials. We give explicit formulas for both of them.
where Ai, i is a #i by #i submatrix, for 1 <~i<~k. Thus, 2= (4, 3, 3, 1) is parabolic with (#1, #2, #a)= (1, 2, 1). This explains our use of the word parabolic: if 2 is parabolic then the invertible elements in M(F~) are a parabolic subgroup of GL, (K) . It also explains why our Ferrers boards are right justified. An element of M(F~) is a rook placement of shape 2 if it is a (0, 1) matrix with at most one 1 in each row and column. The l's correspond to nonattacking rooks on the board F~. If there are r rooks, the matrix has rank r and we say that the rook placement has rank r. If there exists some rook placement tr of rank r on Fa, then ~k)r--(k--1) for 1 <~k<<.r. Historically, people considered rook placements as permutations with restricted positions. On the early studies of this topic, there is a survey in Riordan's book [16, Ch. 7] . Let C be a chess board with some forbidden positions and ~r be the number of ways to put r nonattacking rooks on this board. Then, the polynomial defined by
R(x,C)= ~ ~,x"
r~>O is called the rook polynomial of the board C. Definition 1.1. If R(x, C)=R(x, C') for two given chess boards C and C', we say that these two boards are equivalent and write C ~ C'.
Riordan [16, p. 181] asked: when are two boards equivalent? The first major progress on this was made in the work of Foata and Sch/itzenberger [3] on rook placements on a Ferrers board in 1970. A Ferrers board is said to be increasing if the heights of the columns from left to right increase strictly• In fact, Foata and Schiitzenberger proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Every Ferrers board is equivalent to a unique increasin9 Ferrers board.
From 1975 to 1978, Goldman, Joichi, Reiner and White published a series of papers on rook polynomials [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In particular, in [6] , they found a very simple algorithm for deciding rook equivalence of Ferrers boards. This enabled them to count the number of boards in each of the equivalence classes. In 1986, Garsia and Remmel considered a q-analogue of the rook numbers ~, which we call the Garsia-Remmel rook polynomial. We define this polynomial in Definition 1.7. 
O~vi~i--1, l~i~r.
We call the sequences satisfying these inequalities inversion sequences. When m = n = r, u and w do not exist and the sequence v defined above is the inversion sequence of an ordinary permutation; see [11] . We write (u, v, w) as (ulvlw) to mark the position between two consecutive components. Let R~ be the set of all the rook placements of rank r on a Ferrers board F~. For a rectangular board, we sometimes write R r.,. as R',.,n to match the notation f2~,,n. Note that if there exists some rook placement cr of rank r on F;, then 2k>-r--(k--1) for l<~k<<.r.
If r) 1 let
Vr~-Z Ei,n_r+i,
where Ei,j is the matrix with 1 at (i,j) and O's elsewhere. Clearly, )~ satisfies (4) [18] . If aeR~ and ~eR~ for two different partitions 2 and/~, it is not clear without proof that l;(~)= l,(a ).
We will prove this in Lemma 5.33. Until then we will assume that la(a) is defined with respect to a rectangular board 2=(n m) and write l(a) for this length function. For example, if 2=(3,3, 1) and r=2, then Take Then, it is easy to check that the minimum number of adjacent row and/or column transpositions required to get ~ from vr is 3. For example we can first interchange the first row and the second row. Then interchange the first column and the second column. At the end interchange the second row and the third row to get yr. Here we use the assumption in the definition of Ferrers boards that a Ferrers board is a partial array of a matrix in which all the entries outside of the board are zeros.
If 2 = (n m) and r = n--m, then R] = IV. the symmetric group on n letters. In this case the function l agrees with the usual length function on the symmetric group IV, in terms of the generators S(n). It is equal to the number of inversions in a permutation.
Garsia and Remmel [4] considered another numerical function on R]. Thus, GR(a)= 3. rook polynomial and rook length polynomial,
Clearly, when q = 1, we have R,0,, 1) = RL,(2, 1)=~,, where ~, is as in (2) . So both of the polynomials defined above are q-analogues of the rook number ~ of the board C= F~. If m=n, this is proved in [18] by means of the root system of type A._I. 
A bijection: maximum rank case
The main idea in this section and the next is to extend a placement a of r rooks on an m by n board to a placement P(a) ofm+n-r rooks on an m+n-r by m+n-r board. We identify P(a) with the corresponding permutation of [m + n-r] and call P(a) the invisible permutation corresponding to a. There are various ways to extend a rook placement a to a permutation of [m + n-r]. The choice here is made so that l(a) is equal to the number of inversions in the permutation P(a).
In order to help the reader understand the definition of P(a) we give an example. 
I((~) = l(P(a) ). (I 8)
This mapping tr---,P(a) allows us to translate problems about rook placements into problems about inversions of permutations. This is one of the main ideas in this section. It would also be possible to put the real part a of P(a) in the northeast corner.
But, if a is placed in either of the other two corners, the combinatorics becomes messy.
In the following we think of P(a) as a permutation or a permutation matrix whichever is convenient. The formal definition of the permutation P(a) is as follows. ={3,4,5,6}-{2+c,,2+c2}= {4,6}.
So dl =4 and d2=6. Thus
Then the permutation matrix P(~r) is
which is exactly the same as the one given in Example 2.20. 
al an-m bl bra
The following theorem is the main result of this section. It is the special case r=m of Theorem 1.12. If r=m=n, it is Hall's classical theorem [11] and the map in our theorem is Hall's bijection. 
i=1 j=l
Before we prove this theorem, we need a lemma which we state for arbitrary r ~< m since we will use it again in the next section. 
b,).
Step (2) Since there is no bi which is less than al = 1 we have ul =0. Since there is only one term h 2 =2 in the real part of P(a) which is less than a2 =3, we have u2 = 1. Next, look at the real part (b~,b2). There is no term bj in the real part of P(a) which is to the right of b~ --4 and bigger than 4, so va =0. On the other hand, there is exactly one term bl =4 in the real part of P(a) which is to the right of b2 =-2 and bigger than 2, so v2 = B2={1,2,3,4}-{a~,a2}={2,4} . As v2=l, b2 is the {l+l)st largest element in B2, so b2 =2. Thus B1 = B2 -t2~ ~ = s4t~ ~. Similarly, vl =0 implies that b~ is the (0+ l)st largest element in Bx so bl =4. To recover ~r from P(a), we chop off the first two rows of the permutation matrix P(a).
The bijeetion in general form
In this section, we remove the restriction r=m and prove Theorem 1.12 in general. The idea here is similar to that used in the previous section. Since the arguments are similar to those in Section 2 we omit some of the details. I w)=(u~, u2 ..... u._, I v~, v2 ..... vr I wl, w2 ..... w,._,) , (25) where
• ui= the number of b/s smaller than al, • v~ = the number of b/s larger than b~ with j < i, • w~= the number of (n-r + cj)'s larger than d~. When r=m, this mapping to does not have the w component and is exactly the mapping introduced in Section 2. Mimic the terminology used in Section 2. We call u=u(tr), v=v(~r), and w= w(a), the column inversion number sequence, the essential inversion number sequence and the row inversion number sequence, respectively. Thus tO is a mapping from R',.,. to f2~,,.
.
From (18) we have I(tr)=l(P(a)). Since a and d are both increasing, every inversion of P(tr) is of the form (al, b j) or (bi, b j) or (n -r + c j, dl). Thus,
This proves (8) .
Now we need to show that to is a bijection. By Lemma 2.23, }Q,,,,I = J m,.I. Thus we need only show that to is surjective.
Here, we use Algorithm 2.24. Suppose we have a sequence (ulvlw) from f2~.,. First, use (1) of the algorithm on u. We get a strictly increasing sequence a= (aa,a 2 ..... a,_,) . Then, use (2) of the algorithm on a and v. Thus we get the sequence b=(bl, b2 ..... br). Next, in a similar way, use (1) of the algorithm on n -w 1, n -w2 ..... n -w,,_r. We get a strictly increasing sequence d= (d 1, d2 ..... d,,_ r 
.n+m--r
Think of this permutation as a permutation matrix. If we delete the first n-r rows and the last m-r columns from P, we get some aeRr, such that P(a)=P. Hence ,/,(a) -= (ul v l w). Thus q~ is surjective.
We give an example to illustrate the argument used in the proof. Since we have already shown how to see Algorithm 2.24 in Example 2.25 we choose a particular triple (ulvl w) and give the corresponding a,b,c and d. The submatrix in the southwest corner is a.
The poset (R~,,, ~<)
In this section, we define a partial order on R~,,. Recall that we identify the symmetric group ~ with the group of k × k permutation matrices. This formula has many proofs. See for example [14, 5] . Proof. Suppose, arguing by contradiction, that for a fixed a~R'] there exists some r~<a such that ~ ~ R~. Choose such ~ so that l(r) is maximum. Then, by the definition of our poset (R~,m,~<), there exists a sequence of elements ro, r~ ..... rteR~ such that r=z0, a=z, each zi is adjacent to 17i+1, and l(ri)<l(zi+l) for i~ [t-1] . Since l(z) is maximum, vieRS, for all i>0. Since zi is adjacent to r~+a, there exists some s~S(m) such that sz=z~ or some s'~S(n) such that zs'=za. Without loss of generality, we consider the first case, only. Then there exists some k such that s = (k, k + 1) and sz = zl. The assumption that z ¢ R~ and za~R~ implies the following:
• there exists a rook in the (k+ 1,n-h) position ofz such that h ~>~.k+ 1, i.e, in z, this rook is outside the board Fa.
• if the kth row ofz is nonzero, the rook in the kth row is to the right of the (n-h)th column since otherwise, Zl q~ R,~.
Therefore, l(z)> l(Zl) by the equality in Theorem 1.12 whether the kth row is zero or not. Thus, we get a contradiction.
[]
Further evaluation of length function Lemma 5.3. Suppose 2 and I~ are partitions and a6R'~c~R" u. Then I~(tr)= I,(tr).
Proof. Write l~(a) and lu(tr) for the two length functions defined on R,~ and R~, according to Definition 1.4. We want to prove that they are equal for aER~c~R~u. We may assume that kt=(n"). Remark. If some of the entries in 2-1" are zero we agree to omit them so that 2-1" is a partition.
Proof of Corollary 5.35. Consider a rook placement 0 on F~.~a m + ,. If there is no rook in the (m + l)st row, this rook placement can be viewed as a rook placement on F~. These placement contribute the first term of RLr(;~w2,,+l,q}. Consider placements 0 which have a rook in the (m+ 1)st row. Separate these according to the column containing the rth rook. Suppose the rth rook lies in the [k+ 1)st columns from the right where 0~<k~<2,,+1 -1 and k is fixed for the moment. We compute :~r +fir +)'r in the local formula 5.34. Since there are m-r+l zero rows above this rook. :~ = m-r + 1. We cannot compute fl, and 7~ separately but we can compute fir + 7,-This is the number of rooks to the northeast plus the number of zero columns to the right of the rth rook. This is equal to the number k of columns to the right of the rth ro ok. Let 0' be the rook placement on F~_ 1" consisting of the r-1 rooks in the first m rows of 0. Then
l(o)=l(a')+zr+ fl,+ y,=l(a'}+(m-r + l)+k.
Thus for fixed k the contribution of these placements o to RL,(2w2,,+l,q) is q,,-, +1 q k R Lr-1(2--1 m, q) . Now sum over k to get the second term on the right-hand side of our formula.
Remark. The recurrence formula in Corollary 5.35 is not equivalent to Garsia-Remmel's recurrence formula. In fact, it reduces the size of the Ferrers boards faster than the formula in Theorem 1.9 does. We use an example to make a compari- -2R2((2, 1, 1) ,q)+ (3-2+ 1)qR~((2, 1, 1) , q)) + (2)q(q3 -1R~ ((2, 1, 1) , q)+(3 --1 + l)qRo ((2, 1, 1 ,=i i=1
(3o)
Note that we can obtain the right-hand side of (30) as follows: Move the ith rook of a to the north until it reaches the top row. Then, move the rook to the right until it reaches the northeast corner of the Ferrers board. The number of steps is (ci-1)+(n-b0. In this process (1) the ith rook in a passes every nonzero row above the clth row, and every nonzero column to the right of the blth column and (2) (al) The ith rook is to the right of the (it 1)th rook.
(a2) The ith rook is to the left of the (it 1)th rook. Suppose we are in case (al). We show that GR(sla)=GR(a)+ 1. By Definition 1.5, we need to show that the number of o's in the configuration of sla is one more than the number of o's in the configuration of or. Let k and j be the column indices of the ith and the (i + 1)th rook, respectively. Then, j < k. Consider the two row array formed by the ith row and the (i+ 1)th row.
(j) (k)
• ..
• ... | ...
• "" 1 ''" • "'" By Definition 1.5, if there is a column of the form ; in this array, either all columns of the form ; are to the right of the kth column, i.e., they are determined by the ith rook and the (i+ 1)th rook or they are both determined by a rook in some row below the (i+ 1)th row. In both of the cases, the action of si does not change this column ~. If there is a column of the form o ° in the array, the column must be to the left of thejth column. Again, this column will not be affected by the action ofsl. If there is a column of the form ~ then the dot • on the top is determined by the rook of the ith row according to Definition 1.5, which implies that the column is to the right of the kth column. But, this means the bottom cannot be a o, by Definition 1. 
The formula of rook length polynomials
In this section we prove the formula of rook length polynomials in Theorem 1.14. The main tool in this proof is the local formula 5.34 for the length function l which enables us to look at the contribution of each rook to the generating function, individually. We begin with the case r=m which is Corollary 1.17. This 
Zq t(a')+k l=qk-lRL,._l(2',q).
By the induction hypothesis, 
RLm(2, q)=(2t--m+ l)q(22--m+ 2)q'"(2m-1--1)q(2m)q = l-I
Comments. The results obtained here have other consequences. For example, Corollary 1.16 implies unimodality of the coefficient sequence of the Garsia-Remmel polynomial Rr(2, q) and the rook length polynomial RL,(2, q) for a rectangular board. On the other hand, Corollary 1.19 implies unimodality of the coefficient sequence of the Garsia-Remmel polynomial Rm(2, q) and rook length polynomial RLm(2, q) on any Ferrers board with m rows. These strongly support the conjecture made by Garsia and Remmel that the sequence of coefficients of R~(2, q) is unimodal for arbitrary 2 and r.
